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Alberto Apostoli : Alberto Apostoli was born in Verona in 1968. He graduated

্࠭ݱ౸ ৈ೩फ़౻ݱ্࠭   ݼ౸ ৈ೩फ़౻ך ؘݼ

in Industrial Electronics, degree in architecture in Venice in 1993 with a thesis about

ܾ֢࠭ ਁࣳ ౖৰ֭ دԓ ਁך   ؘӄૂ ߚ ץӘ തՌ ࠭إफ़અ

Economy. He established Apostoli & Associati Studio in 1997, characterized by a varied

ҥஸ ࣒৹ ઘ ഠ ݴ৹യ੶ ਁد ؘ৩ഡ ߚऀ ന

professional vocation consequence of its personal path. In 2006, he opened its first

ৈ೩फ़౻  ݼৰघ१ਁಮ फ़ಛڤਠށࣹ ݴയ ך دԓѿ ࡴݢअઅ

personal exhibition at the headquarters of the European Parliament in Brussels by the

੭ ܤઅ൦અ ࡅ ࡘਁࣳ ° ௵߮إઊऍӘ ڤઘઌ ࣏ઊઅ ਠਐټ

title ‘contaminated architectures between communication and design’, causing the

ҥஸ±ઊૂ ܇અ  ࠤପ ґઌ १ ؘ੭ ܤ৲݀੶ܾࡘౡ ҋഡ ଙૻ

attention of the European press. In the same year, he opened a study in Guangzhou,

ࠊ੶ Ҏ ന ԓૻ ؘӵ Ӡસੌਁ Ӵ५ ܳބയӋ ؘਁך

China, and in 2007, a representative office in Casablanca. Alberto Apostoli has design

࣏ ࡷ܍ਁ ԓઅ ف ࣏ߗ५ ৼݱ্࠭ د౸ ৈ೩फ़౻ؘݼ

and marketing culture that gives strong innovation on every project. He has been taking

 ڛܾૃಠਁ ҋഡ ३ ૂӖടڤ ؘઘઌӘ ބವ ഡ دԓؘ

conferences, courses and workshops in Italy and abroad in various fields of design.
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Interviewer & Editor : Park Minsun
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Each work of Alberto Apostoli is very different. Not bound by one style, he starts designing with his
inﬁnite imagination according to characteristic and theme of spaces. Sometimes with gentle and
sophisticated beauty or colorful and charming space, his ever-changing work style that attracts people’s
eyes corresponds to the rapidly changing contemporary era. He usually presents modern work in the
space using modern elements such as glass or acrylic, but he also uses natural materials such as stone
or wood to create modern space that harmonizes in the city. His design that never seems like to be in
order by mixing many elements, are placed in order with different materials through thoughtful pattern,
composition and harmonization of materials. ‘Color’ is another element that cannot be neglected in his
design. Properly distributed color in the space directly reveals fanciness of primary color and gives threedimensional delicate or strong visual effect by spreading colors with lighting. Not only in the ﬁeld of
COMETE GIOIELLI

interior design, but in product, brand and exhibition designs, Alberto decorates each place of the city with
his unlimited possibility.

Which design style do you pursue?
I actually don’t have a deﬁnite style; each architecture corresponds to a precise location and to a precise
concept. The style becomes a language that changes for each project and it models itself over the
083

concept and the territory.

You work on various ﬁelds including brand, production and exhibition designs. What are the
differences between interior design and other design ﬁelds and what are the similarities?
Starting from my personal and professional path, I have always aimed to design ‘from spoon to town’. I

bob
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try to contaminate different approaches from various ﬁelds. It happens to design interior spaces through

As I mentined before, according to my inclinations and my personal and professional experiences, I wish

architectural languages and vice versa. To me, contamination means to combine the creative energy of

to work in any project scope. I’m very attracted by designing religious building in which architecture

architecture with the originality of design seeped by a marketing oriented approach.

becomes the expression of a mystic and philosophical thought. Unfortunately, I have not had the chance
to face this kind of project yet. It would be a great challenge if I proceed this kind of project.

Do you have your own way of approach in design process when you work on projects with
imaginations? And which techniques are used to actualize your designs?

Emotional design with vivid colors is found in your projects. How do you design spaces so that the

I prefer to face each situation starting from an indirect point of view, choosing the hardest way and

spaces harmonize with colors to dramatically present various colors?

discharging the immediate solution, adopting what is commonly called ‘lateral thinking’ and involving

Colors are a basic element of our life. Frequently, I can see many architects that not give the right

ideas that may not be obtainable by using only traditional step-by-step logic. This is the only way to

importance to color and they consider it as a marginal aspect. Colors have their own language. Therefore,

approach a new project doing something different from what other architects have done before.
SUITE SPA: LUOGHI INTRECCIATI

the use of colors even in contrast with each other is the base of my architecture as long as they are
LIABEL SHOP CONCEPT

functional to the general concept.

what were the conditions?

You have been working on several projects in countries other than Italy. What is your future

My attitude in spa projects is to consider human being ﬁrst and secondly the project itself. I believe this

vision?

is the way to deﬁne spaces in which emotion and functionality are well balanced. Spa is for man and

I have designed for different European customers such as in France, Germany, Russia, Switzerland and

not the other way around. Therefore, primary condition to achieve a ‘correct’ project is to know the spa

etc. I also made some projects in the Gulf Area. We have had an ofﬁce in Guangzhou, China for three

target client, even though when it comes to spa, I prefer the word human being instead of client. It is

years. In fact, Far East has always been receptive to the Italian design and aligned with my creative

a humanistic approach which considers emotion, not as an absolute value, but as personal experience

attitudes. Despite the differences between our cultures, I have never meet difﬁculties to understand Asian

which is different for everyone.

clients’ requests and exigencies. About Koreans, I think they are very keen to design and very open to
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Your achievement in spa projects seems outstanding. How did the study on spa projects work and

innovative solutions. Hopefully, I will have the chance to work with them soon.

bob

What do you consider about new design or program that you have never tried before?

MASSAGE ROOM DUALISMO PERFETTO
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HOLE IN ONE - PERSONAL GOLF RESORT
Design : Alberto Apostoli Client : Hole in One Location : Verona, Italy
Built area : 192m2 Completion : February 2009 Finishing materials :
Floor / Tile + Ancient wood, Wall / Tile + Glass + Wall paper, Ceiling / Plaster
Photographer : Luca Morandini Editor : Park Minsun

This project is an extra luxurious suite for golf lovers. The concept of the project is based on the idea
that golf is one of a lifestyle and also it needs a space conceived by purpose. Not a simple suite as the
others, the place was proceed for something dedicated, conceived, and designed for a speciﬁc and for
sophisticated target that loves the outdoor life and a particular kind of luxury. The project had a plan to

users such as golfers. A true personal golf resort offers a mini-course inside the suite, as well as an
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create accommodation facility extremely careful to the speciﬁc requirements of reﬁned and peculiar

‘intelligent’ bedroom featuring all kinds of technology, a real home spa to regenerate the mind and the
body after a long day on the fairways. Apostoli was concerned all to show a new kind of luxury, less
noisy and luminescent, but rich as well, for the reﬁnement of materials, technological solutions and
strong integration between emotion and function. On the left side, the suite presents a circular bed by
white leather, a built-in Jacuzzi, a bathroom with columned washbasins and full height video screens.
On the other side, a wellness space complete of kinesis by Technogym, emotional shower and a glazed/

floor, planks of old wood, green walls and a wallpaper, specifically designed by Apostoli, and these
elements enrich the interior space horizontally and vertically.

Text by Alberto Apostoli
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Black and white ﬁnishes give contrast in the space

bob

wooden sauna made in cedar and slate are carried out. The space is ﬁnished with a white and green

White honeycomb pattern on the black wall gives a point on simple surface of the space

View towards the sauna

General view of the bed area

Spa is placed in connection with the circular bed

1 OUTSIDE FLOOR
2 GARDEN
3 OUTDOOR JACUZZI
4 INTERNAL JACUZZI
5 BED
6 SAUNA
7 SHOWER
8 KINESIS
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View of the wellness space

The wallpaper specifically designed by Apostoli, decorates along the corridor

Translucent material makes to see crossing the bedroom

The monitor at outside floor
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SIA GUEST - IL VERO VIAGGIO È IN NOI STESSI
Design : Alberto Apostoli Design team : Francesca Morini Client : Sia Guest
Location : Rimini, Italy Built area : 46m2 Completion : November 2008
Finishing materials : Floor / Tile, Wall / Marble + Glass + Multimedia screen,
Ceiling / Woven Photographer : Luca Morandini Editor : Park Minsun

The suite is created and designed as a symbolic interpretation of the place where has deﬁned a new
way to conceive the tie between multimedia and design. Apostoli made a true innovation in creative
terms using the multimedia as a material. A deﬁnition of Apostoli on the topic is ‘Multimedia design
is creativity integrated to technology’. The design is expressed through a use of dynamic forms

Alberto Apostoli for some companies or purposely for the occasion. The technological heart of the
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that emphasize the shape and the horizontal lines. Every object has been previously designed from

entire suite is software patented by M-Framel, in a position to coordinate videos lighting system,
sounds and aromas. Protocol has been used for the occasion, integrated with a demotic system.
The room is dominated by the central object which has a strong aesthetic impact and a polyvalent
function, writing desk, bed and seating place. It seems suspended from the ﬂoor through stabs in
crystal. The bath zone is characterized by a shower in black marble and crystal. The external glass
watt and the flowing door have been realized with a semi-transparent glass plates coupled with
Text by Alberto Apostoli

bob

inside a black woven.
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ޤಮ߸ڤৰݴട֢અથܾݑ൞ੋത੶ܾঅ३ਁѿԪऀدֺܟڙԓؘܾૃಠਁ°ޤಮ߸ڤৰڤઘઌ
ԞीӘऀઊઍஔѿټҫઊد±
ࠉݴૂؘ܅ਕയدӖҁਁؘൌࣛӘ़ࣷҋടؘਊٳહઌൌౖѿ
࣏ੋࠔ ੶ٺௗ ڛ ټਠࡴૂݱ্࠭ ڝ౸ ৈ೩फ़౻ݼѿ  ൦࣏ ڝന  ਉଖ ӄੌࡻف ݴടਉ
Ԟਁ ڤઘઌടӋ ސ ߚന َ ҫڝઊ دफ़ಠ ݛஔઅ ഩ७ Ԟी ࡻڤਠઅ  ࠒ२Ә घ ݼലઊ
ܾࣳ൛ݴઊ़ݚઔҲനؘघಠਫ਼ৰدઊܟഡܾ౸ఓӖҁઅଓ൛ߚټઘ१फ़౯Ә౿ഥٻԞ٩ഡد
ઊࠒઅټघઌૻઅਠࡴૂؘҋܴടӋ߸ഠહઌઌࣛ੶ܾࣛفোؘઘࡃਁڢݼഥહ੶ܾ࣏ੋٻ
़ી੶ܾټ҆ބ౿നބௗࠅۂࣳਁذઔؘҫࡂܣઌدҩࣞࣴݼفӘ़ી੶ܾࣦټ҆ބ५٪ಡഡ
५Ӗҁڝކৰֳࠉಉഡ੭ݼಹ੶ܾӴऀس߸ټઊߚҩࣞܩઑӘ൛ݴઊدݙԗ্࠭ݱ౸ৈ೩फ़౻ݼ

The structure is used for a desk, bed and seats
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The lighting on the wall gives a stronger aspect to a long structure of the space

bob

The space is open connected from the bed to bathroom

The lighting color is changing in various and gives different atmospheres of space

The same shaped line with the structure exists along the space on the floor

Closer view of the desk

1 FRAME FOR BED, DESK, SEAT
2 SLIDING WINDOW
3 TAP
4 SHOWER
5 LIGHT BOX
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FLOOR PLAN

bob

View of the bathroom

Shower area with lighting box

Mirror and black marble reflect the lighting effect

White framed mirrors have contrast on black wall

> STORE > Verona

⅘Alberto

Apostoli

ECOSMILE FRANCHISING
Design : Alberto Apostoli Design team : Martina Miatto, Francesca Morini
Client : Poli Ricambi Location : Via Magellano, Verona, Italy Built area :
36m2 Completion : February 2010 Finishing materials : Floor / Wood, Wall /
Paint, Ceiling / Plaster Photographer : Luca Morandini Editor : Park Minsun

Logo

‘ecosmile’ offers products and solutions that cover several challenges of daily life from personal hygiene
to house cleaning, and it is about to respect the ecosystem. In fact, it was necessary to communicate
the right image of the brand through an innovative design and a context that has become particularly
competitive. The format of the <ecosmile> store has been studied by taking into consideration the type

window are 50/60m² and needs one or two people. The materials have been chosen in order to optimize

099

of customers, dimensions and context. The medium dimensions of the sales point including a display

the installation time and to reduce the probability of problems. The property program includes a ﬁeld
formation, essential for being able to adequately answer customers’ questions and various problematic
that might arise.

Text by Alberto Apostoli

°ਁఐफ़ބઍ±
ґઌࣥਁࣳࡘౡଙஓघਁઊؘݱઍࣛࣥ൞અਉڝૂߚܟ൝ӄહୱਁࣳനҿഢ़ઔؘ
ࣛഀӘനҿࠩૂӖഡدӄભહઊӋ३હઌڤઘઌ౿നࡴؘސਁڙܓઊ߸شݴഢചѿઔޓؘણઅ

ਁࣳ P Ԑઅ ಹ ޓਕਊ੶ܾ Ӵऀ دټઊӕਁ ࣏ੋ ټથࣹ ؘݑௗ १ҁӘ ߚૂઅ घ ݴઍ ़ ઔ٩ܿ
ࣷټҫઊۙدഡઊӖҁਁؘӋҒઅӿԙਁفനਉڝૂߚܟനҿഢ़ઔؘച़હઌܾԓܕ٩ҌஷӋ
ઔدԗ্࠭ݱ౸ৈ೩फ़౻ݼ

Wide selections of fresh colors are used in the space
General view of the store from the entrance

bob

ӴऀӋҒઅ੭ൌӘԐ܆ޔӋܱഡӴѿԞࠉઊدٺഡڂઅ࣏ކ܉ઊചഡޓણଔ೩തടਉ

1 ENTRANCE
2 COUNTER
3 DISPLAYING UNITS
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FLOOR PLAN

Schienale

bob

Each displaying units have different graphics in order to the use of displaying product

piano di appoggio asportabile
dim.100x25 h50cm
in plexiglas Altuglas azzurro 145.23075

Mensole

Cornice colorata

Piano d’appoggio in plexiglas
Contenitore

DETAIL

mobile contenitore
dim. 100x57 h100cm
finitura laminato Verde Erbetta 460
Abetlaminati Colours
con doppia anta push/pull davanti
SENZA RUOTE supporto in
metallo per piano plexi
e 8 fori d. ..cm per collegamento
pompe/taniche

rivestimento
dim.40cmx100cm h100cm spess.3cm
finitura laminato Bianco 411
Abetlaminati Colours
crowner
dim.106x20 h200cm
laccatura NCS S1040-R80B
con grafica adesiva applicata ai lati esterni

Modular functions of displaying units

HSUITEOVITREAT E L
MILAN

Design : Alberto Apostoli

Design team : Martina Miatto

Finishing materials : Floor / Jerusalem stone, Wall / Vitrea

Client : Vitrea Italia

Glass + Green wall + Aluminum panels, Ceiling / Plaster

Location : Milan, Italy

Photographer : Luca Casonato

Built area : 64m2

Editor : Park Minsun

Completion : October 2011

bob
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Soft light comes from the wall surround the dining area

Translucent glass is used on the walls and furniture

FLOOR PLAN

The concept is centered on vitreous ceramic by Vitrea, the recycled and recyclable

ઊ ܾૃಠઅ ఒइಠࡻ ؘಠݼৈਁࣳ ࣒ࣥ ؘٻ੭ دٺ݄ࡻ ࣳਁ߹܅ं ݼઊҫ થ࣏ੋ

material obtained from heating and fusion of recovered glass chips, which matches

ѿ؟ഡ ੭ ݼಶ ڝഥടӋ ѿനࣳ  ڛކથ൞ੋ થ ܾݑ੭ݼਭ ઘࣴ Ԟी ߸ഠહ

technical and aesthetical characteristic of glass and natural stone. It is a material of

ಡઊऀઊ ൛ ݴઊ دݙെऀઊ ҋടӋ Ԟीહ ѿऀ؟ઊ ి ઊ થ ؘݑङѿऀ؟Ә

notorious expressive and technical capacities. It represents a product that combine

Ӛܳനࣳ فહઌ ѿௗ ݴ ؘإҫ੶ܾ ੭ട دӖҁ ֳਁࣳ થ్ ؘݑઘਭ فਭ Ҏ

technology, sensuousness, aesthetic and respect for inescapable values connected

ѿӴ ݴൌऀത ߜ݀ ਼ࡘ ڤઘઌਁ٩ ൞ੋ ੶ٺ५અ° ࡻ؆ࠒ±ࠔӄӘ Ҏ ҥஸહ

to sustainability. It has been used in indoors and outdoors of the design molded

घܾ٩࣏ੋدٺઊܾૃಠؘ३હઌથݑӴਭङѿऀ؟ાടԞഡહ੶ܾ

in the furniture, such as table, bed, and in some architectonical elements, as the

ڤઘઌ ټҫ੶ܾ ৈ೩फ़౻ ؘݼӖҁਁ ഥݼહઌ ൌౖڝކ ݴӋ ӖࠕӘ  ӯୱ१ౄ

bathrooms ‘bubbles’ backdrop. The design was born with the intention to merge

ࢅੰടӋ१Ҁહણത੶ܾঅܾૃಠઅಡଛઠৈ֢Ҋدԗ্࠭ݱ౸ৈ೩फ़౻ݼ

innovative materials research and sustainability. Apostoli started from this product
features to interpret two aspects through rational shapes, alternating blanks and full,
The lighting heads to each section directly

Soft light ﬁlls the glass structure of basin

Nature element in the space

modulated lighting and scenic attention.

Text by Alberto Apostoli

